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DANSANI CURVO

When choosing
Dansani you will get
 ∙ Assurance in selecting a bathroom expert with more than 35 years of 

experience

 ∙ Danish Design and solid craftmanship manufactured in Denmark

 ∙ Led illumination of high quality, because we prioritize excellence and  

precision in our lighting

 ∙ Sustainable products in order to protect and care for our environment

 ∙ Easy and fast delivery all year round
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DANSANI CURVO

When simplicity takes over calmness flourishes 
The bathroom is the most private room in your home. Here complete privacy is a must,
both physically and mentally. Dansani Curvo allows you to furnish your room with discreet  
elegance and simple beauty, this makes for moments in the bathroom that you can enjoy  
to the full. The Curvo bathroom furniture has been designed to take a new direction,  
with an aesthetic and  sensuous simplicity. Combining user-friendly and practical functionality,  
in an elegant and flawless design. The outer elegance is a direct invitation to inner calm.  
The exclusive furniture surprises you, both in terms of looks and functionality. Enjoy the  
smooth, handle-free fronts whose stringent and straight lines are softened by gentle,  
curved corners.

Let your eyes marvel at a beautiful and simple vanity solution designed as one washbasin  
and one drawer alone. Please your aesthetic sense with the beautiful porcelain washbasin,  
which appears to blend harmoniously into one with the cabinet. Enjoy the sight of the long,  
full-length mirror inside the back of the tall cabinet. Also the mirror cabinet with  numerous  
shelves which you can rearrange as you please in no time. Enjoy the varied possibilities  
and flexibility of the spacious furniture adjusted to your taste. Design your bathroom with  
Curvo. Your senses will love you for it. Your everyday experience will be a joy.

 
Dansani 
Curvo
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CREATE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE

Fully functional - as standard
With Curvo you do not need to buy lots of additional accessories in order 
to make your bathroom furniture fully functional. However individual taste 
and requirements differ from person to person, therefore we give you  
the option to choose extra accessories. For example room dividers,  
drawer lights and underlight in the mirror cabinet. The accessories are 
specially designed for Curvo and are of the same high standard as the  
furniture, because Curvo is designed to be both an aesthetic and  
functional experience for you.

Here Curvo is shown with a matt, graphite grey rubber lacquer. The vanity units are 
available in 90 and 120 cm wide versions with washbasins. The mirror cabinets and 
mirrors are available in 90 and 120 cm wide versions. The 35 cm wide tall cabinet is 
available in a 140 cm high version. In addition, there is a wall cabinet, 70 cm high.  
Curvo is also available in lacquered matt white.

Danish design 
- perfect f inish
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DANSANI CURVO

TALL CABINET

Stylish shelves with a front edge 
The spacious aluminium shelves offer  
you a great overview with plenty of room.

High full-length mirror as back wall
When the door is open, you can use  
the full-length mirror on the back wall.

VANITY UNIT

Narrow aluminium shelf
Full-width fixed narrow aluminium shelf. 
Perfect for all your bits and pieces. 

Non-slip rubber mat
The rubber mat in the bottom of the  
drawer holds the contents steady as  
you open and close the drawer.

MIRROR CABINET

Adjustable shelves
You can create your own layout and 
 combination with the numerous  
adjustable shelves, allowing more  
height for taller objects.  

Built-in mirror lighting with touch panel 
The built-in mirror lights are fitted with 
energy-efficient LED lights, practical  
shaver socket.

Tumbler
Two tumblers with adjustable  
aluminium holders included.

Makeup mirror
The mirror cabinet with the lift-up   
function has an adjustable makeup  
mirror with rounded corners. 

Straight lines/
soft curves

Everything visual consists of straight lines and/
or rounded curves, both in nature and in our 
 cultured world. However, within the world of 
bathroom furniture straight lines are rarely 
combined with rounded curves, to achieve a 
harmonic expression and faultless design.  
Here, Curvo moves in a new direction.

It is true that the combination of stringent, 
straight lines and soft, rounded curves is as 
timeless as the universe itself. Curvo now 
 combines both of these into one complete look.

Some people say that you become happier  
by surrounding yourself with beautiful things.  
We cannot guarantee that. However, we are  
convinced that Curvo – with its outer simplicity 
and elegance – will offer you the best possible 
conditions for achieving an area of sanctuary 
when creating your bathroom and consequently  
a more restful beginning or end to your day.

Outer simplicity
gives inner peace   
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CREATE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE

The inspiration  
behind Curvo

The exclusive bathroom furniture; Curvo, is designed by Dansanis own in-house designers. 
Here, the design team tell their story of the creation of a surprisingly simple design where  

the entire vannity unit consists of one drawer only – and nothing else.
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DANSANI CURVO

The creation of Dansani Curvo began as  
a new vision, a desire to break with con-
ventions and take bathroom furniture in a 
new direction. This was the starting point  
for the design team. You will find here their 
end result.

- We wanted to explore and challenge the 
idea of a vanity unit and express the concept 
in a different way. We wanted to rethink the 
entire construction and aquire a different 
take on the materials. Our objective was for 
the series to have a slightly experimental,  
yet timeless expression, both within the  
individual elements and in the entire series. 
We feel we succeeded with the particular 
visual characteristic of Curvo being the strict 
geometric lines combined with the soft, 
curved corners, says Jeanette Vecht.

The drawer is the vanity unit
The construction of Curvo is quite different 
in comparison with other bathroom  furniture 
series.

- Our concept is quite simple. We designed 
a frame, which is mounted on the wall. The 
frame holds the washbasin and is fitted with 
runners that hold a large drawer. Three ele-
ments: A frame, a washbasin and a drawer 
– that is all.

So, the entire vanity consists of one large 
drawer only. When opening the drawer, the 
entire vanity unit opens, and when you close 
the drawer, the entire vanity unit closes.  
The only stationary element is the wash-
basin. Open and close, it does not get any 
simpler or more elegant than that, says 
Mette Mosegaard.

You may surprised by the fact that as you 
open the drawer the whole vanity unit 
moves out. This clever twist of design is 
both defining in its style and built to last day 
after day. Curvo’s design is simple, and it is 
equally straightforward to install: Mount the 
frame on the wall, place the washbasin on 
top and then attach the  drawer. Very simple.

Floating lightness
The vanity units are wall hung, giving a visual 
lightness and floating image. With no hand-
les or framework to catch the eye - it gives  
a sense of calm. Curvos design becomes  
an integral and natural part of the rooms 
overall expression.

- The discreet and harmonious elegance 
makes room’ visually’ for decorating your 
bathroom with other furnishings and acces-
sories with sparkle. The simplicity and 

purity of Curvo creates a calm atmosphere, 
says Jeannette Vecht. She points out that 
this gives you great opportunities for  
decorating and placing a personal stamp  
on your bathroom with e.g. tiles, furnishings 
and accessories in a multitude of colours, 
shapes and materials. Curvo sets no limit 
for what is possible, rather it opens up for 
individual possibilities. 

Positive surprises
Everything in Curvo is mechanical, silent and 
easy to use. The emphasis is on a pure and 
simple expression and functionality that is 
straightforward and user friendly. It must be 
attractive to look at and also work in your 
everyday life.

With Curvo, the Dansani design team has 
cut to the bone. - Curvo has no thing super-
fluous, yet the series contains all the ingre-
dients for complete functionality. Elements 
of surprise offer you a new experience that 

you may not find in other bathroom furniture 
e.g. the deeply spacious drawer of the vanity 
unit, giving you the storage option for all 
heights and shapes, which cannot always be 
accommodated in standard vanity units. Not 
forgetting the mirror on the inside back panel 
as you open the cabinet door, mirroring 
not only your products in the door but a full 
length reflection.

Multifunctional minimalism
Jeanette Vecht opens the large drawer of the 
vanity unit and enthusiastically shows how 
simple it is to organise the drawer in different 
ways using the adjustable room dividers:  
- As you can see, the drawer offers flexible 
and individual organisation. It can easily 
accommodate tall hair spray cans or large 
lotion bottles together with smaller personal 
items. There is also room for bath towels. 
Our approach  during the design phase was 
both minimalist and multifunctional. The tall 
cabinet contains shelves inside the door 
practically designed for easy access to your 
bathrooms cosmetics. The mirror cabinet 
is also fitted with easily adjustable shelves 
to suit your own combination. Yes, a lot of 
consideration has been given to the visual 
expression, but Curvo is also a series of 
highly practical bathroom furniture.

In line with Danish design tradition
When asked where the Dansani design team 
found their inspiration for Curvo, there was 
no doubt in their reply: - It goes without  
saying that we are  Danish designers, and 
yes, we do look abroad and get our inspira-
tion from everywhere. However, with its 
simple, clean look and quality in every detail, 
Curvo still expresses the Scandinavian  
design tradition.

- We do not deny our proud Danish and 
Scandinavian design tradition, but with 
Curvo we have developed and renewed 
it with this completely new, modern and 
timeless bathroom series, concludes Mette 
Mosegaard, running her hand across the 
perfect front of the bathroom furniture.

“We do not deny our proud 
 Danish and Scandinavian 
design tradition, but with 
Curvo we have developed and 
renewed it with this complet-
ely new, modern and timeless 
bathroom series”

Mette Mosegaard

Mette Mosegaard Industrial Designer 
Jeanette Vecht Industrial Designer
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CREATE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE

A washbasin above. A drawer below. That is all!

The vanity unit consists of one large drawer only. When you open the large, spacious drawer  
you open the entire vanity unit. When you close the drawer, the entire vanity unit closes. The only stationary  

element is the washbasin. Open and close. It does not get simpler or any more elegant than that.
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DANSANI CURVO

Individual collages
A significant trend within interior design is more per-
sonality and this requires a high degree of creativity, 
not least the way in which interior elements and 
style expressions are mixed. The possibilities  
are numerous, and in terms of style, there is no 
answer book. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that we are basically 
looking for interior decoration that is inviting, com-
fortable and harmonious. In addition to offering 
functionality and quality, we want our surroundings 
to give us comfort and be visually pleasing.

Significant trends are wood, soft neutral colours 
and references to nature. They contribute to a 
slightly discreet and low-key attitude. The furniture 
is not eye catching, but becomes one aspect of a 
unique collage which is formed in modern bathroom 
decoration.

The new and individual additions are artwork on the 
walls, a few hand-picked accessories, preferably 
spiced up with characteristic and unusual lighting 
which completes the bathroom collage.

Match
The bathroom must reflect the people who live in the 
home, whether they are a family, a couple or a single 
person. Like the rest of our home, this room is no 
longer decorated for the intention of showing off, 
rather the decoration is now a sign of a genuine atti-
tude to  aesthetic everyday pampering of the people 
 who use the bathroom – and we do so much more 
now than before.

The new agenda
The design of the furniture expresses a brilliant 
combination of a multitude of eras with completely 
new expressions and directions. It reflects the spirit 
of the times which, cautiously but surely, takes a 
new direction, building on sound experience and 
with less need for making a lot of fuss.

Sensuousness
Experiments are made with textures and surfaces. 
New and intelligent materials are used and old  
workmanship traditions are developed challenging 
our senses in a new and surprising way. The  
genuine  natural materials and rounded design  
features are a direct invitation to touch and makes 
for an appealing starting point.

Trends in
interior design

BY DESIGNER & TREND EXPERT BIRGIT TARP
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The mirror features a built in touch panel where you can swicth the light on and off, adjust  
the colour from golden warm to coolest white as well as the strength of the light itself.

Read more about lighting on page 24
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CREATE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE

Curvo vanity units are available with 
integrated lighting which practically and 
elegantly fills the drawer with a soft light 
when the drawer is opened.
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Lighting

LED mirror 
lamps and 
underlight 

Good lighting is everything  
in the bathroom. All Curvo 
mirror cabinets are fitted with 
energy-efficient LED lamps and 
shaver socket. Your cabinet 
can be supplemented with LED  
underlights that provide extra 
light over the washbasin.

The mirror cabinet was designed in the  
same spirit as the rest of the Curvo series. 
It must be attractive to look at in its elegant 
and simple form with soft rounded corners.  
It must function perfectly in your everyday life.

The mirror  
cabinet completes 
the  picture

The stylish mirror cabinet does not 
attract all the attention. With Curvo, 
focus is on the simple design and the 
user. Both when looking at the mirror 
itself or looking at your reflection in  
the mirror or even when opening 
the mirror door. Inside, the cabinet 
has aluminium shelves that can be 
rearranged, easily. This allows you to 
organise the cabinet specifically for 
you and your cosmetics. It does not 
get any more functional than that.

NEW
Adjustable  

lighting

Adjust the light to suit you
Let your eyes delight, you hands caress and your senses feel.... Curvo has been created to 
allow your everyday lift to smile back at you. Enjoy a mirror solution with adjustable illumination, 
where you decide the light according to your requirements and needs. The mirrors and mirror 
cabinets feature a built in touch panel where you can swicth the light on and off, adjust the 
colour from golden warm to coolest white as well as the strength of the light itself. 
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DANSANI CURVO

The mirror  
cabinet completes 
the  picture

Opens and closes with a light push 
The vanity unit and side cabinet have handle-free fronts. With Curvo, “handle-free” 
means that you do not necessarily have to use your hands to open and close the 
cabinets. Just give the front a light push with your hip, knee or arm, for example, and 
the drawer and door will open or close smoothly and silently. This is very practical, 
 convenient and hygienic in a bathroom where you often have dirty fingers or water, 
soap or lotion on your hands. With Curvo’s functions it is easy to open the cabinets  
– even with hands-free operation.

Room for 
 everything 
and 
 everybody

Porcelain washbasins
with an attractive flow

The large, spacious drawer in the vanity unit has 
plenty of room for several people to store their 
accessories. You are free to place the adjustable 
room divider as you wish. If two people share the 
bathroom furniture, there should be room for  
both. Curvo is designed and organised with both 
his and hers in mind. For the double pleasure of 
togetherness.

The vanity unit has a narrow aluminium shelf that 
spans the entire width of the drawer and a non-slip 
rubber mat at the bottom. An adjustable room 
divider in aluminium is also available. Use several 
room dividers and give yourself lots of possibilities 
for organising the drawer. 

The Curvo washbasins are as stylish and   
attractive as the bathroom furniture with their  
pleasantly curved corners and edges. This  
design makes them beautiful to look at. The  
washbasins are made from genuine ceramic  
sanitary porcelain with a very  durable and  
smooth, easy-to-clean surface.
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DANSANI CURVO

The many practical shelves of the mirror cabinet can be rearran-
ged and combined according to your requirements – for his and 
her things, for large and small objects, for tall bottles and smaller 
jars etc. Included is also a moveable make up mirror aas well as 2 
tumbler holders.

Freedom  
of choice 
everywhere
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Product information
Porcelain washbasins 
Dansani Curvo porcelain washbasins are manufactured from  genuine 
sanitary porcelain, a strong, glazed ceramic material. When fired at 
approx. 1220°C, the glaze melts to form a hard, smooth and glossy 
surface which is easy to clean. Curvo wash basins are supplied with  
a cover for the waste, and no overflow. 

Décor
MDF board lacquered with moisture-proof mat, white two-component 
lacquer or moisture-proof graphite grey rubber two-component 
polyurethane lacquer. Top and base of mirror cabinet as well as back 
panel for mirror is, however, lacquered with aluminium-coloured 
moisture-proof two-component lacquer.

Vanity units 
Vanity units are supplied mounted on a lacquered steel frame as  
well as mounting kit. The drawer is made from 12 mm lacquered  
MDF board and is fitted with push-open and soft-close-function.  
The drawer is adjustable and delivered with an aluminium shelf and 
non-slip rubber inlay. Option of adding energy-saving LED lighting,  
approx. 2-4W depend ing on drawer width. Lifespan of 30,000  
hours. Option of adding  divider made from 2.5 mm aluminium for 
optimised organisation.

Tall units and wall cabinets
Doors are made from 8 mm MDF board fitted with 2.5 mm thin alumi-
nium shelves which provide storage space. The doors come with an 
adjustable push-open function. The mirror is wall-mounted, and the 
storage space in the door allows the entire mirror to be fully utilised. 

Mirrors
Mirrors are supplied on 16 mm lacquered MDF board and with wall 
fittings. 2 round 5,8W lamps with energy-saving LED lighting are 
mounted on the mirror. 

Mirror cabinets
Both mirror cabinets in Curvo are supplied with energy-saving LED 
lighting in the mirror, integrated shaver point.  
All mirror cabinets come with adjustable aluminium shelves allowing 
flexible daily use. Please see the price list for specifics. It comes with 
an integrated handle behind the mirror as well as lift-up function which 
opens the mirror door 29 cm above the upper edge of the cabinet. 
Furthermore mirror cabinets can also be fitted with integrated, energy-
saving LED underlights that provide extra light over the washbasin.

All mirrors and mirror cabinets come with adjustable lighting
With our 12v Lighting system you get:
1. Adjustable lighting with memory function of last setting
 - on off function
 - Variable dimming inc 4 presets 
 - Variable colour temperature from 2100-6500K inc 4 presets 
2.  Good colour rendering (RA 90) 

2100K is very warm almost reddish in tone and 6500K is very cold 
almost blue ish in tone. 

Accessories
2.5 mm aluminium divider for optional organisation of the vanity 
drawer.

Fitting instructions 
Are included with every delivery.

Warranty
There is a 5 year warranty against manufacturing faults.

Practical information
Before you order
The Dansani Curvo range is produced to order. Therefore we have a 
lead time of 3-4 weeks.

Before you fit the furniture
Please read the fitting instructions carefully before commencing to 
fit the furniture. All plumbing work should be performed by a qualified 
installer and all electrical connections should be carried out by a 
qualified electrician. Please note that the dimensions of porcelain 
washbasins are subject to variations within the margins indicated. 
Please ensure the wall is suitable for the installation of this vanity unit 
due to weight.

Maintenance
Please always read the folder (enclosed with the furniture on delivery) 
which contains advice and instructions on the maintenance of your 
furniture. Always read the instructions and declaration of contents of 
any cleaning agents before you use them on your new furniture. Clea-
ning materials containing abrasives, solvents and strong acids should 
not be used. Please make sure that wash basin and furniture are dried 
after use. This will make the cleaning easier and avoids your furniture 
being damaged by moisture.

General  
Dansani reserve the right to make any alteration to the products and 
make product improvements without prior notice. Dansani cannot be 
held liable for errors due to misprints. Dansani have an  ongoing policy 
of design, development and improvement, we therefore reserve the 
right to modify specification and prices without prior notice. Special 
orders and furniture that has been fitted cannot be returned. 

For further information regarding installation and fitting instructions 
please visit www.dansani.co.uk.
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All prices are RSP incl. VAT, excl. mixer taps and other accessories. Subject to price changes.

Page 20-21 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537009003                  854.00          
1 Vanity unit, matt white C10001               1,582.00          
1 Mirror cabinet incl. LED underlight, matt white SPU-6491-GB               1,645.00          
 Total price  4,081.00     

Page 18 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537012003               1,076.00           
1 Vanity unit, matt white C10011               1,898.00          
1 Mirror 188626000                  634.00        
 Total price  3,608.00      

Accessories:  
1 Tall unit, matt white, L C10051                1,898.00      
  

Page 12-13 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537012003               1,076.00         
1 Vanity unit, graphite grey rubber C70011               1,898.00          
1 Mirror cabinet incl. LED underlight, graphite grey rubber SPU-6427-GB               1,802.00        
 Total price  4,776.00      

 Accessories:  
1 Tall unit, graphite grey rubber, L C70051                1,898.00      
1 Tall unit, graphite grey rubber, R C70021               1,898.00     

Page 4 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537012003               1,076.00        
1 Vanity unit, graphite grey rubber C70011               1,898.00         
1 Mirror cabinet incl. LED underlight, graphite grey rubber SPU-6427-GB               1,802.00        
 Total price  4,776.00      

 Accessories:  
1 Tall unit, graphite grey rubber, R C70021                1,898.00      

Front page + Page 6 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537009003                  854.00         
1 Vanity unit, graphite grey rubber C70001               1,582.00            
1 Mirror 188624000                  570.00         
 Total price  3,006.00        

 Accessories:  
1 Wall unit, graphite grey rubber, R C70031                1,183.00     
1 Wall unit, graphite grey rubber, L C70041               1,183.00     

Page 8 + Page 19 Qty. Set  Art. no.  Price (incl. VAT)

1 Curvo porcelain washbasin, white 537012003               1,076.00           
1 Vanity unit, graphite grey rubber C70011               1,898.00          
1 Mirror 188626000                  634.00          
 Total price  3,608.00      
 
 Accessories:  
1 Tall unit, graphite grey rubber, R C70021               1,898.00             
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All prices are RSP incl. VAT, excl. mixer taps and other accessories. Subject to price changes.

CURVO PORCELAIN WASHBASINS     
Width Colour   Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

93 cm (-5/+10 mm) White   537009003                  854.00       

123 cm (-5/+10 mm) White   537012003               1,076.00      

For washbasins without tap holes (same price): add -1 after the art. no. (XXX-1).

Curvo is supplied with its own unique free-� ow basin waste.

VANITY UNITS FOR CURVO WASHBASINS WITH PUSH-OPEN AND SOFT CLOSE
Width Colour   Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

90 cm Matt white   C10001               1,582.00          

 Graphite grey rubber   C70001               1,582.00      

 Incl. LED lighting in drawer. IP44 approved.

90 cm Matt white   C10001L               1,740.00       

 Graphite grey rubber   C70001L               1,740.00     

Light source LED 1×2,9W, 3150K, 1×230 lm.

120 cm Matt white   C10011               1,898.00        

 Graphite grey rubber   C70011               1,898.00       

 Incl. LED lighting in drawer. IP44 approved.

120 cm Matt white   C10011L               2,056.00       

 Graphite grey rubber   C70011L               2,056.00       

Light source LED 1×3,6W, 3150K, 1×280 lm.

DRAWER DIVIDER
 Colour   Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

 Aluminium    345000247                      46.00      

TALL UNIT 
Width Colour   Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

35 cm Matt white   C10051               1,898.00        

Left hand hinged Graphite grey rubber    C70051               1,898.00     

35 cm Matt white   C10021               1,898.00        

Right hand hinged Graphite grey rubber       C70021               1,898.00     

Incl. 5 shelves

WALL UNIT 
Width Colour   Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

35 cm Matt white   C10041               1,183.00         

Left hand hinged Graphite grey rubber    C70041               1,183.00      

35 cm Matt white   C10031               1,183.00          

Right hand hinged Graphite grey rubber       C70031               1,183.00       

Incl. 3 shelves

MIRRORS WITH ADJUSTABLE LED LIGHTING - IP44 APPROVED       
Width    Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

90 cm     188624000                  570.00      

Add-on:
Anti-mist pad 30W (Self adhesive to be attached during installation)  NV-3737                     49.00     

LED 2x5,8W, 2100-6500K, 2x420 lm.

120 cm     188626000                   634.00     

Add-on:
Anti-mist pad 30W (Self adhesive to be attached during installation)  NV-3737                     49.00      

LED 2x5,8W, 2100-6500K, 2x420 lm.
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All prices are RSP incl. VAT, excl. mixer taps and other accessories. Subject to price changes.

MIRROR CABINETS WITH ADJUSTABLE LED LIGHTING AND “LIFT UP” FUNCTION - IP44 APPROVED  

  EXCL. LED UNDERLIGHT INCL. LED UNDERLIGHT

Width Colour Art. no. Price (incl. VAT) Art. no. Price (incl. VAT)

90 cm Matt white SP-6491-GB 1,740.00  SPU-6491-GB               1,645.00         

 Graphite grey rubber SP-6497-GB 1,740.00 SPU-6497-GB               1,645.00      

Incl. 4 shelves, 1 mirror and 2 tumbler holders.   

Incl. 2x10W/230V shaver socket. LED 11,2W, 2100-6500K, 2x890 lm.

(Underlight: 5W, 2100-6500K, 410 lm)

120 cm Matt white SP-6421-GB 1,898.00  SPU-6421-GB               1,802.00         

 Graphite grey rubber SP-6427-GB 1,898.00 SPU-6427-GB               1,802.00     

Incl. 6 shelves, 1 mirror and 2 tumbler holders.   

Incl. 2x10W/230V shaver socket. LED 14,5W, 2100-6500K, 2x980 lm.

(Underlight: 5W, 2100-6500K, 410 lm)

For further information regarding
installation and fi tting instructions 
please visit www.dansani.co.uk.

INSTALLATION
GUIDE
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apply filters at 
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Dansani Ltd
7 Mermaid Walk
The Waterfront 
Brighton Marina
East Sussex
BN2 5WA GB
T. +44 (0)800 58 71 725 
F. +44 (0)800 58 71 726
mail@dansani.co.uk 
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Your bathroom is your personal breathing space, and no  
one can create it better than yourself. With Dansani, it is easy  
and inspiring to furnish your bathroom with functional and well  
thought-out solutions that adapt to the needs of the individual. 

Danish design
The idea behind Danish design embraces functionality,  
simplicity, and naturalness, and is expressed in a timeless  
design. This is the starting point for every product embraced  
by the Dansani brand.

Functionality
Our products should be easy and comfortable to use,  
as well as being able to adapt to the size of the space  
through smart functions that are practical yet durable. 

Craftsmanship
Both design and function must be supported by durable 
craftsmanship. The excellent cabinetry finish is consistent  
in all our products, evidenced by gorgeous materials and  
sustainable solutions.

Sustainability
At Dansani, being environmentally responsible is a given. 
Therefore, we have implemented several measures to reduce  
our environmental impact. We also focus on our own work  
environment, encouraging our suppliers to offer ethically  
responsible working conditions.

Our Philosophy 


